Congratulations on your purchase of marlanteak outdoor furniture. We trust it
will provide you with many years of exceptional comfort and service. Take a
few minutes to read through the relevant sections of this care instruction
sheet to find out how you can maximise the lifespan of your investment and
keep it looking great for generations to come.

STAINLESS STEEL
TRIBU, GLOSTER
Ranges: Natal Teak, Natal Light, Mystral, Asta, Cloud, Kore
All the stainless steel used in Tribu’s Natal ranges is 316 and electropolished and the
Mystral and Cloud collections are made of 304L Stainless Steel.
316 is the highest grade of stainless steel, making it extremely strong and corrosion
resistant. The electropolish finish has proven to prolong the rust-free life of stainless
steel when used in any environment, and as such, it is especially appropriate for use
in coastal areas (especially areas known for high-wind, heavy salt air exposure and
extreme conditions).
To keep your stainless steel furniture looking its best we recommend a regular clean
(about once a month) with soapy water or specialist cleaning products available
from marlanteak. Corrosive products, solvents, aggressive abrasives or metal brushes
should never be used. Cleaning solutions containing chloride should also be avoided
as they can cause surface rust and pitting.
Gloster manufactures using 304 grade stainless steel which is the industry standard for
outdoor products. Before the furniture leaves their factory the welds are ground flush
and the surface is polished with Scotchbrite, usually in the long direction of the legs or
rails. This provides a smooth, resistant surface that is easy to clean and maintain.
Although stainless steel is generally resistant to corrosion, the surface is susceptible to
cosmetic deterioration by the effects of salt water and air-borne chemicals and this
may result in small brown spots appearing on its surface (this process is likely to be
accelerated in coastal areas). These spots in no way affect the strength, integrity or
longevity of the furniture, they are simply superficial discolorations that require
cleaning to restore the stainless steel to its original appearance.
All Gloster’s products include a Scotchbrite pad. If any brown spots appear on the
stainless steel they can be easily cleaned by gently rubbing the surface of the steel, in
the direction of the brushed finish, with the pad. If these deposits are allowed to build
up, then it may be necessary to clean the product more thoroughly with specialist
Stainless Steel cleaning products available from marlanteak, which cleans and
restores the new look of stainless steel furniture and makes the surface repellent to
both dirt and water.

GUARANTEES AND REPAIRS
All items from the Classic Teak range are guaranteed for five years, whereas all Kettal,
Tribu , Gloster, Rausch and Roda furniture is guaranteed for two years against
defects/manufacturing faults. Please keep your invoice for guarantee purposes.
We will happily repair or, if necessary, replace items under guarantee. Defective
items need to be returned to our head office in Cape Town for the necessary repairs
to be effected. All transport cost are the client’s responsibility. Where items have

been damaged due to misuse, negligence or other causes, such as wind damage,
repairs will be charged for.

